Canopy emergency jettisoning:
Push to the left the red flat knob above the instrument panel.

Ventilation

Prior to take off check the proper engagement of the canopy locks: forward-locked

This placard must be fitted in the front and rear cockpit in full view of the pilot.
XIV APPENDIX

XIV.1 Equipment List

Issue May 1980

Minimum equipment

1. Airspeed indicator
   a. Winter NW 6005 50 - 350 km/h
   b. PZL PS 08 50 - 350 km/h

2. Altimeter
   a. Winter 4 BM 6
   b. Winter 4 FOG 10
   c. PZL W-12 S

3. Safety harness
   Gadringer Bagu V-B/1
   Schugy II-C/V
   Bogu I-A/V front
   Bogu I-A/V rear

Additional minimum equipment for aerobatics:

G-meter BM 770 L

Additional minimum equipment for cloud flying:

Turn & bank indicator Apparatbau Dauting WZ-402/31-

Compass: Ludolph FK 5
          Ludolph FK 16
          PZL BS-1
          PZL B-13/KJ

VHF-transceiver
   a. Dittel FSG 15/25
   b. Dittel FSG 16/25
   c. Dittel FSG 40 S
   d. Becker AR 2008/25
   e. Becker AR 2009/25
   f. Avionic Dittel ATR 720